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‘A long-term benefit to 
deserving Cumbrians’

Cumbria Community Foundation helps philanthropic 
individuals and businesses by managing their funds to put 
something back into their chosen community. Each month, 

we’ll introduce you to a different fund and highlight how 
the money is helping people across the county.  

This month, we focus on the CN Group Fund

This year the 
Foundation 
celebrated its 
15th birthday.  
In that time we 
have awarded 

over £21 million in grants and 
won national awards for 
fundraising, as well as 
building permanent grant 
making funds in excess of 
£12 million. 

Our first corporate donor 
was the Cumbrian Newspaper 
Group, who donated 
£100,000 to set up the CN 
Group Fund. Robin Burgess, 
chief executive of the 
Carlisle-based local media 
business, which owns 
Cumbria LIfe, said: “We  
have always been very 
involved in the local commu-
nities we serve with our 
various titles. When in 2000 
we had a one-off financial 
windfall, we immediately 
thought of setting up our 
own fund with Cumbria 
Community Foundation so 
that there could be a 
long-term benefit to 
deserving Cumbrians from 
our good fortune. 

“We have over the years 
made some varied and 
substantial grants to organi-
sations which we both 
enjoyed doing and have 
found to be useful public 
relations for our titles”.

The CN Group Fund gave 
£500 to a group of retired 
nurses who form part of the 
Whitehaven  Hospital 
Research Group. The money 
was used to write a book on 
the history of the former 
Dovenby Hall Hospital, which 
is now the site of the M-Sport 
world rallying team. 

The hospital opened in 
1931 for people with mental 
health issues and learning 

disabilities, and at one time 
had 400 patients. Research 
had been compiled from 
interviews of former patients 
and staff and old articles 
from the Times & Star. The 
book titled ‘Dovenby Days’ 
also features photographs 
taken at the hospital by staff 
and patients. 

Maureen Fisher, group 
leader said: “We think it is 
very important to record 
reminiscences and informa-
tion about our communities 
before that knowledge is lost 
and forgotten. We hope the 
book encourages interest in 
local history and the history 
of care of those with learning 
disabilities.”

The CN Group Fund has 
awarded more than £82,000 
to community groups across 
Cumbria including Safety Net 
Advice and Support Centre, 
Carlisle Key and Barrow 
Citizens Advice Bureau. 

If you would like to know how 
to apply for a grant or create a 
grant making fund, please 
visit the Foundation’s website 
www.cumbriafoundation.org 
or call 01900 825760.

Since June, the price of oil has tumbled 
by one-fifth to a four-year low. For 
consumers, this may seem positive  
as eventually lower prices will feed 
through from the oil fields to the 
forecourts. However, the economic 

implications of cheap oil will not be so keenly 
received by oil dependent nations around  
the world. 

Despite the turmoil in Iraq, which caused  
the price of Brent Crude to spike to about $116 a 
barrel in June, oil has since fallen to below $83 for 
the first time since November 2010. This can be 
largely attributed to supply, with demand only 
increasing 4 per cent since the start of 2012. 

The US shale ‘revolution’ has seen US oil 
production soar 70 per cent over the past six years, 
with the US overtaking Saudi Arabia as the world’s 
largest oil producer. This has begun to provide 
competition for OPEC oil producers. It is argued that 
while the Saudis could defend a much higher oil 
price, they have an incentive to put downward 
pressure on the price in an attempt to push small 
US shale companies, who operate on lower margins, 
out of business. 

The slide in oil prices has been felt harshly by oil 
dependent countries, such as Iran, Russia (whose 
encroachments into former Soviet countries have 
irritated the US) and Venezuela, which have begun 
to see their budget deficits balloon. The situation 
seems particularly desperate in Venezuela, with 
growing fears that its government may default on its 
debt obligations. 

Whether it is a battle between the US shale 
industry and Saudi oil or neo-Cold War relations, 
remains to be seen. However, the torrid performance 
of oil, which has been witnessed alongside 
increasing fears of a global economic slowdown, has 
the potential to descend into a graver situation. For 
consumers, however, a few pence off a gallon of fuel 
will surely be welcome news and lower petrol prices 
may be here for a while.

For information on Brewin Dolphin’s compliance 
policy, see www.brewin.co.uk

Slippery slope for oil 
dependent countries
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